
Advance Research Before Investigation:  Wynnstay Arms Ruabon.

The hotel was built in the mid 18th-century. It has been heavily altered since then, but
the original frontage survives. The ornate cast-iron balcony is significant, it is said to 
be where two British prime ministers delivered speeches to the townsfolk. One was 
William Gladstone, who lived in Hawarden, north of Wrexham. The other was David 
Lloyd George, who announced here in 1918 that the First World War had ended. 

Known history: This former coaching inn dates mainly from the late 18th century, 
with additions made in 1841. It probably incorporates parts of an earlier structure. 
Behind the inn, the 18th-century stable block still stands although not currently used 
it could be part of the investigation if needed.

This side of Ruabon belonged to the large Wynnstay Estate. You can see a gateway 
into the estate at the far end of the informal square along Park Street.

The inn faces onto Park Street and High Street. At the street corner, a large and 
decorative bracket of wrought iron juts out from the brickwork. The pub sign hangs 
from the bracket, which is thought to date from the 18th century or early 19th.

William Page, the hotel’s omnibus driver, died in 1866 after jumping onto the track at
Wrexham General station to retrieve a paper which had blown from his pocket. While
lying under the third wheel of a steam engine, he said he was “all right” and asked for
the engine to be moved back to release his arm. His left arm and leg were amputated 
but he died just as his wife and children arrived to see him. 

The inn has been a hub for community activities over the centuries. In Victorian times
the local branch of the Association for Prosecution of Felons met here. The 
association encouraged witnesses to come forward after crimes, sometimes by 
offering rewards for information.

Chess matches were held at the Wynnstay Arms, and in 1897 professional chess 
player Joseph Blackburne gave an exhibition of his skill here. His party pieces 
included playing against more than one challenger simultaneously, and playing 
blindfold.



In 1879 the committee of the Football Association of Wales, which had been formed 
three years earlier in Wrexham, met here and spent two and a half hours deliberating 
on a goal scored by Wrexham but disputed by the opposing team, Northwich. The 
objection was eventually over-ruled and several changes were made to the rules.

In the last decades of the 19th century the inn was run by the Murless family. By the 
early 20th century the lease was held by brothers Philip and Cresswell Murless. Both 
went to South Africa with the Imperial Yeomanry at the time of the Boer War. 
Cresswell fell ill with an enteric illness (affecting the digestive system) and was 
invalided home in 1900. He was running the Wynnstay Arms in 1902 when he 
received news that Philip had died of enteric illness in Klerksdorp.
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Known activity from staff: With its history as a coaching house – during which time
mail coach drivers would have stopped for refreshment, rest and fresh horses – the 
Wynnstay Arms fits neatly in to the great British tradition of the haunted pub. As well
as a number of rooms and old stables which would have provided an overnight stay 
for weary horses on the old mail route, the hotel also has an old ballroom and a 
sprawling cellar. Elen Bride, a bar supervisor at the Wynnstay Arms, has worked 
there for nearly 20 years. She described a number of incidents where strange goings-
on had been detected at the pub. Some staff refuse to go down to the pub’s basement 
where a ‘white mist’ has been seen moving from wall to wall. Employees have also 
heard unexpected footsteps in all its rooms. She said: “In the cellar, there’s quite a 
long corridor to what used to be the wine cellar. I went down there one night and 
heard footsteps and when I turned round, no one was there.“There’s no way anybody 
could have been sneaking about because of the creaky floorboards.”  In the cellar 
legend has it that the male entity dislikes woman. 



Previous Investigations: We know of two previous investigations from 2016 and 
before the venue was subject to a 1.2 million pound modernisation scheme. These 
2016 investigations could be considered more of a 'spiritual event' with little data or 
evidence being recorded and mostly relying on 'hearsay evidence'. There has been no 
scientific investigation at any point.

Little doubt the more recent reported activity from guests and staff following the 
reopening, is due to this rebuilding work with reports of activity occurring on a 
weekly basis.

Robinsons have decided that a full investigation should happen and wish to invite on 
a limited basis the local community. An entry charge will be made for those wishing 
to attend and to recover some cost for this investigation to take place.

Known 'investigation'. Part 1 9th March 2015: 
Looking thought the records there appears to have been more of a heavy duty 
spiritual event rather than a Paranormal Investigation. Most of the hearsay evidence 
was based on Mediums with a number of Mediums stating they had made contact 
with various people. No EVP's found. Activity, from a mist moving around the cellar 
to orbs and a mysterious low guttural growl. A shadow (head & shoulders) was seen 
moving across the entrance, then a flashing light anomaly followed.  CONCERN: 
Copied from a web site: The staff and members of the group performed glass 
divination and also used the Ouija board but with limited success. 

Known Investigation Part 2: 30th March 2015:
There was a lot more emphasis this time on investigation. CCTV in room 12 and 
room 14. 
Room 14: Unexplained temp changes of  63 to 58. Photo showing a red flashing light
(photo not seen or able to find it.  K2 EMF meter appeared to give intelligent answers
to questions with spikes. Name of John appears to make K2 spike. Large orb reported
falling from ceiling before hovering and shooting off.
Cellar: Shadow man seen and Investigator reported physical contact. K2 EMF 
spiking throughout.  Tapping could be heard and light anomalies and flashing light 
was seen above their heads. 
In the maids quarters the K2 meter again seemed to respond to the questions asked , 
most of this investigation was mainly intent on capturing EVP, none found.
We finished with the Ouija board and glass divination.

Activity from 2016: Guest staying in room (room number unknown) Sat on bed with
male child watching TV and the bathroom door for no reason what's so ever slowly 
opened then stopped then quickly and forcefully opened speedily then stopped dead. 
Something powerful enough to move doors and make noises and at the same instance
it did go colder for few seconds.



Activity from 2017 & 2018: Workman staying and modernising the building started 
to experience bangs, knocks and doors opening by unseen hands. Items also moved 
from room to be found elsewhere. Similar reports made by guests at checkout 
including when they were sleeping experienced 'someone' sitting on the bed and 
when the lights were turned on they found nothing. 


